WP BAKERYGROUP

Cylindrical Conical Rounder CCR 59

CCR 59
Cylindrical Conical Rounder

Cylindrical Conical Rounder without oil / with oil

Specification
The CCR 59 conical rounder is suitable for many common dough types, such
as wheat, wheat/rye, multigrain and whole wheat dough’s.
The dough pieces are being taken over by the rotating cone and shaped into
round dough pieces by the specially shaped tracks.
Because the tracks are mechanically processed, there is a very high precision
between tracks and cone, which results in a minimum of dough crumbs.

Advantages
- Excellent round moulding result
- Perfect separation between dough pieces coming from the divider
- Minimum of dough crumbs
- Perfect transfer from dough pieces on the out feed side
- The combination of cylindrical and conical cone gives a extra long round
moulding way, therefore this round moulder works also perfect as an end
round moulder
- Adjustable tracks on infeed cylindrical part
- Dough pieces are turned half way round moulding process
- Wide weight range, caused by using different types of tracks

Basic execution without oil :
- Cast iron cylinder/cone, teflonized
- Aluminium tracks, in- and outside teflonized
- Cone with top bearing
- Frame steel, nickel coated
- Cover plates stainless steel, brushed
- Undercarriage nickel steel with 4 castors, dowel pins
and blocking
- With operation control panel

Basic execution with oil :
- Cast iron cylinder/cone, teflonized
- Aluminium tracks, in- and outside teflonized
- Cone with top bearing
- Frame steel, nickel coated
- Cover plates stainless steel, brushed
- Undercarriage nickel steel with 4 castors, dowel pins
and blocking
- With operation control panel
- 7 oil spraying nozzles on cone
- Heating
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CCR 59
Technical details
Type
- KK
- KM
- KG
- GM
- GG
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Weight range
100 - 700 gr.
100 - 700 gr.
200 - 1200 gr.
400 - 1600 gr.
400 - 2000 gr.

- Capacity up to 2500 pcs/h., E-motor 1,1 KW, 1400 rpm, n cone 27 rpm
- Capacity up to 3600 pcs/h., E-motor 1,1 KW, 1400 rpm, n cone 39 rpm
- Capacity up to 5000 pcs/h., E-motor 1,1 KW, 1400 rpm, n cone 57 rpm
Weight
- Net 510 Kg.
- Gross Kg.

Options CCR 59 with oil
- Infeed conveyor
- Discharge conveyor cross l = 1200 mm.
- Discharge conveyor with discharge cone, l = 500 mm.
- Frequency inverter for variable cone speed
- Oil on cone and discharge conveyor divider
- Oil on cone and infeed conveyor rounder
- Oil on cone, infeed conveyor rounder and
discharge conveyor divider
- Signalisation oiling

All details non-binding. Subject to change in the course of technical progress. All rights reserved.

Options CCR 59 without oil
- Infeed conveyor
- Discharge conveyor cross l = 1200 mm.
- Discharge conveyor with discharge cone, l = 500 mm.
- Heating with fan
- Frequency inverter for variable cone speed
- Flour duster
- Flour duster with independent drive
(only in combination with discharge conveyor)
- Water dripping device

Connecting load
- 230/400 V, 50 Hz + earth
- 1,1 KVA

® = registered trademark

Dimensions
- Length 1180 mm. max.
- Width 1180 mm. max.
- Height 1604 mm. max.
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